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COMMENTARY AND INTRODUCTION BY MASTER SHUNRYU SUZUKI TO
MODEL SUBJECT NO. 6 OF THE HEKIGAN ROKU (THE BLUE CLIFF
RECORDS)
Zen Practice:
Each existence, animate and inanimate, is changing during every moment day and
night. The change is like flowing water which does not ever come back and which
reveals its true nature in its eternal travel.
Water flowing and clouds drifting are similar to a well-trained old Zen Master. The
true nature of water and clouds is like the determined, single-minded travelling
monks, who do not take off their traveling sandals even under the roof of sages.
Worldly pleasure, philosophical pursuit, or whimsical ideas do not interest the
traveling monk, sincere to his true nature; for he does not want to be fat and idle. Such
a monk does not care for hospitality which would stop his travels. He recognizes as
true friends only those who travel with him on the way.
Wabi and Sabi
The idea of this kind of travel may make you feel lonely and helpless.
In Japan Zen is understood by the word wabi or sabi. These two words are nouns, but
today they are used mostly as adjectives: wabishi or sabishi. One meaning of wabishi
and sabishi is lonesome and monotonous. The intellectuals understand these words to
mean the simplest and most humble form and style of beauty.
In the strict sense wabi and sabi mean reality which does not belong to any category
of subjective or objective, simple or fancy. However, it is this reality which makes
subjective and objective observation possible and perfect, and which makes
everything (simple or fancy) able to come home to our heart. In the realm of wabi or
sabi, even on one drop of dew you will see the whole universe.
Acceptance or Analysis
Contrary to wabi and sabi, usually when some object is put into the range of
perception, our first reaction is not acceptance, but rather rationality, repulsion, or
emotional disturbance. The way of Western civilization is not directed at acceptance
so much as at "how to organize many objects and ideas in the realm of perception or
thinking" and "how to control the sense data of the sensual world."

